Abstract. Let Mp'a) be thepth root of the mean absolute values of the/?th powers of a totally real algebraic integer a. For each fixedp > 0 we study the set 911. of such Mp(a). We show that its structure is as follows: on the nonnegative real line it consists of some isolated points, followed by a small interval in which its structure is as yet undetermined. Beyond this small interval, it is everywhere dense.
In this paper we study the structure of 911 . Theorem 1 below gives our main results for certain specific values of p, while Theorem 2 gives corresponding (but somewhat weaker) results for all p > 0.
Theorem 1.(1)
For the values of p and NMEAS^, given in Table 1 , the smallest NMEASp elements of 91L are isolated, and are the only elements of 91L in (1, MBOUNDp) . These values are the Mpi<x), where a has minimal polynomial whose number, read from Table 1 , corresponds to the polynomial given in Table 2 . [For instance, for p = 1, "D1L, in (1, 1.18119) consists of M',(2 cos 2-n/'5), M,(2cos27r/7), M, ( p\ ) and Mx (2 cos 2 tr/60).] From these results we see that it is only in the interval (MBOUND^, MDENSE^) that the structure of ^Lp is undetermined. So the smallest limit point of 911 lies between MBOUND^ and MDENSE^. It is, however, templing to conjecture that it actually equals MDENSEp.
It is also worth noting that a2 = c2 = \¡2 , and, at least numerically, a < c p p for 0 < p < 2, For all p > 0 we have and ap>cp forp > 2 (see Section 5).
Theorem 2. Let p > 0 be given. Then (1) // 0 < p < 0.1, 9\Lp in the interval (1,1+ 0.1459p) consists only of the point A//)(2cos27r/5) isee Theorem 5).
• (2) Suppose p > 0.1, and let p' be the largest value < p in the p-column of Table 1 .
Then 9L" in (1, MBOUNDn<) consists of between NMUSEn. and NMEAS"-discrete p \ p * j p p
points, the precise number of points, and to which a they correspond, being calculated with the aid of Table 2 This table shows to which polynomials the POLY # 's in Table 1 It is easy to translate the above theorems for totally real algebraic integers into corresponding results for totally positive algebraic integers, using the easily proved fact that for a totally positive (0.5) Mpia) = (M2pi^))\ Previous Results. In 1945 Siegel [13] showed that the smallest point of 91t2 is M2(^(l + V^)) = ^3/2. Recently McAuley, whose thesis [9] stimulated the present paper, found one isolated point of 91L for p = 1, 3, two isolated points for p = 2 and all p > 4, and three isolated points for p = 4 and 6. The methods used were quite different to those used here. Concerning the smallest limit point lp of 911 , Siegel showed l2 > 1.3166, and Hunter [7] showed /4 > 1.4687. McAuley improved Hunter's result slightly, also showed that /, > 1.1515, and got inequalities for /3, /6, /8, /,0, and /,2. He also gave the bound lp < lim,1^xM/J(2cos27r//.).
All these results are superseded by the present paper.
We note that all isolated points of 911 ( p > 0) found so far are either of the form Mpißn) or Mpi2cos2tr/n) for some n. It is expected that, for small p (perhaps for allp < 2) there exist other isolated points of 911 : these are the points Mpia) where a is a fixed point of an iterate of //, H being defined by (0.6) Hx = x-xx.
In fact a = 2cos2tr/l satisfies //(//(//(a))) = -a, and a = 2cos27r/60 satisfies //(//(//(//(a)))) = a. However not all such fixed points are of the form 2cos2"n/n for some «; see [14, p. 148] .
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are contained in the following sections. In Section 1 we describe the computation. In Section 2 we show that 911 is dense in iap, oo), and in Section 3 we show that 9H,, is dense in icp, oo). In Section 4 we find the smallest element of 91»,^ for p < 0.1, a range not covered by the computation. Finally in Section 5 we obtain a recurrence for the limit points a2k, 2k an even integer, and show that ap -» oo asp -> oo.
1. The Computation: Theory and Practice. The computational method used here is similar to the one used in [15] , where we found the four smallest values of fi(a) = (FIf=, max(l, |a,|)1/</). We make a list of totally positive algebraic integers a' with minimal polynomials Px, P2,..., Pn say, with Mpia') small. Then for any totally positive a not on the list, the resultant of a and a' is nonzero, so that d n|^(«/)|>l 0=1.n). License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
As in [15] we solve (1.2) by forming the dual
where Maximize ming(x,c),
By the simple argument of [15, Section 3] , the maximum Tp of the dual problem is »$ mp, so that Mp(a) > Tp/p. The method used to solve the dual will not be discussed here. It is a refined version of that used in [15] , and it is intended that it be the subject of another paper. Actually the dual is not quite solved, but a near optimum T'p < Tp is obtained, so that still Mpia) ^ Tp/p (for a totally positive, a not on the list). This result is then translated into a result for totally real a using (0.5) to yield
for a totally real, a2 not on the list.
1/2 > (t;/2)1/p = MBOUND" Table 3 These polynomials are used as 'resultant constraints' in the computation. Polynomials 3 to 14 are the minimal polynomials of a2, for the a in Table 2 .
The labels e.g. 5c refer to Robinson's list [12] , while SALEM 1 + 2 refers to The 31 polynomials P, finally used in the computation are given in Table 3. The  table of is the function whose minimum for x > 0 is (1.01822)° ', this value being read from Run 1 of Table 1 .
For the purpose of proving Theorem 1, how the c 's were obtained is irrelevant. All that is necessary is to verify that, for the given c;'s for a particular run, the function (1.6) g(x,c) = x'/2-£cylog|P,(x)| has its minimum at or above (MBOUNDp)'', where MBOUND,, is given by the corresponding run of Table 1 . This can be done by a straightforward program which uses calculus to find the local minima of g(x, c), for c fixed.
For Theorem 2, we use the results of From the lemma it follows that for fixed a, Mpia) is an increasing function of p, and also easily that ap and cp defined by (0.2-0.3), are increasing functions of p.
The values of p in Table 1 are chosen so that, if for two consecutive runs we have
then at p = pi + x, the smallest n¡ measures are all < b¡. Now suppose for p e [p¡, p¡+,], there is an a with Mpi<x) < b¡. Then by Lemma 1, M (a) < b¡ also, so a must be one of those with M (a) < b¡, i.e. a must be a zero of one of the m¡ polynomials whose polynomial numbers appear on row i. The number p,+, is simply chosen as the largest p, with three digits after the decimal point, such that n¡ of these mi measures Mpia) remain less than bt. In principle it is possible to take n¡ = m¡ (i.e. NMEAS = NMUSE). However, when this is donep/ + , may be only slightly larger than p¡, so that a very large number of runs would be required to cover [.1, 30] . In practice, therefore, NMUSE was usually chosen smaller than NMEAS, in order to keep the amount of computation reasonable. It is this that makes the numbers of isolated points obtained in Theorem 2 generally smaller than the numbers obtained in Theorem 1. NMUSE is the smallest number of isolated points in the interval concerned. For p towards the left of the interval, the number of isolated points may be larger. Note also that some values of p are chosen to be smaller than necessitated by the above discussion, so that results for particular round values of p, e.g. p = 1, p = 2, etc., are shown.
Let us now look briefly at how, for a fixed p, the results obtained could possibly be improved. Look, for instance, at the solution to (1.2) obtained forp = 1 (Table  4) . The optimal ¡u, is an atomic measure, with weights at the following points: Table 4 The optimal i atomic) measure for p = 1.
From this measure it may be possible to guess a polynomial (which of course corresponds to an atomic measure with all nonzero weights equal) for which Mpia) is the smallest measure of an a with a2 'not on the list'. However, there seems to be a limit to how effective this method will be. One reason for this may be that there seems to be no way of making use of the fact that the nonzero weights of measures corresponding to polynomials are all equal. It may be necessary to use constraints other than the resultant constraints (1.1) we have used. For example, the discriminant constraints (1.7) ni«,-«,-i>i were used by Siegel [13] and later authors. Were we able to somehow use the constraints (1.8) n|«,2-«y-2|>l, n|«2 + «,-2|>i, n k+«/i> i. './
we could exclude all a of the form 2cos27r/n. Also, we could exclude all the ßj by the constraint (1.9) nk«/+ii>i.
and perhaps all fixed points of iterates of H by using, for e = ± 1, (1.10) n |a,2 + ea^j-l|> 1. ij
It is then conceivable that (somehow?) one could show that, apart from the Mpi<x) of the a's mentioned just above, Mpia) would be > min^, cp). The basic problem with such an approach is that these constraints translate into constraints quadratic Then the limit a(g) exists, and 911(g) is dense in (a(g), oo). Proof. We shall actually prove more: that (1) The elements of %n alternate with (0, 00} U <$0 U $, U • • • U $"_, (= %n say), and (2) Suppose we are given three consecutive elements of %" U %n, ux < ß" ¡ < u2 with ßni e <$>n, one of u, and u2 in %"_,, the other in <$"_,. Then for all b > 1, and the same n, /', the elements ßff all lie in (u,,/?",,)
if«, e%"_,,
The truth of these statements follows by induction on n. They are true for n = 1 since %0 = (0, 00} and 0 <(/?<">)'' </V <ß0=l </?,</?<">< 00.
Now define // and //" ' by as in [14] , Then, assuming the truth of (1) and (2) for n, we can prove them for n + 1, using the result that, from (2.7), (2.11) a<*+>, = //-'^fc)u (//-'^fc))"' and the fact that //" ' preserves order on (0,00). Let P(x) be the continuous function defined in [14] , and satisfying Since A2 < 2, the whole integral f^ = I^=0//"*' is finite.
To prove (2.14), note that, from [14, Lemma 7], (2.18) fß"J dF=2~\
and so, since g is assumed to be monotonie, Jj¡»-'gdF lies between 2~"gißn , + 1) and 2~"gißn,). Since f$n":;+ + gdF" = 2"g(^,,), we have (2.19) 0<f""+ gd(Fn-F)<2-»(g(ß"J)-g(ßnJ+x)).
Now let e = 2"_I + 1, so that ßn e < I < ßn f_,. Then, from (2.19), (2.16) and (2.13), (2.20) fft'+ g»/(F" -F) < 2-g(Ä.) < ^3(^2/2)".
Since g = 0 for x < 1, /¿¡' , gfif(F" -F) = 0, and trivially fjj°+ gdF" = 0, and from (2.17), j^gdF < A4iA2/2)". Thus |/,°° g</(Fn -F)| < A5iÁ2/2)" -* 0 as « -» oo.
We can now prove Theorem 3. The method is essentially that of [14, Theorem 2] , except that we need the more detailed information on the position of the ßn, provided by Lemma 2.
Let g be as in the statement of the theorem, and r > a(g) and e > 0 be given. We shall exhibit an odd integer b, and an N such that Combining (2.23) and (2.24), and using (2.16) (2.25) |Mg(/?<*>) -{a(g) + 2-g{ß^))\ < T" + 2-(a(g) + g(v/2T^T)).
Since the right-hand side tends to 0 as n -» oo, we have for n > N, say,
The next task is to arrange for a(g) + 2~"giß^b)) to be close to r. From (2.6) we can choose increasing sequences {«,), {/),} of integers, with the b¡ odd, such that
from which we readily get 3. Everywhere Denseness in icp, oo). We prove The proof is basically an extension of the proof of Robinson [11, p. 309] showing that for each e > 0 the interval [ -2 -e, 2 + e] contains infinitely many conjugate sets of algebraic integers; see also Ennola [2] . Robinson's result is essentially Corollary 4 above for p = oo. His basic lemma can be stated as Lemma 4 . Given a rational number A > 1, there is an infinite sequence {«,} of increasing even integers and corresponding totally real algebraic integers a(,) (/' = 1,2,... ) with deg a(,) = n¡ whose conjugates aj° (_/ = 1,..., n¡) satisfy (3.4) 2\cos(jTt/n) < aj° < 2Acos((; -\)it/n) (j = 1,2,..., n).
Here n = n¡.
For convenience define Further both gn K and gx are continuous functions ofX, and gx tends to oo as X -* oo.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let r > c(g) and e > 0 be given. By Lemma 5 there is a real X, > 1 such that (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) gx, = r, and by the same lemma we can choose N such that (3-9) |g",A| -gA|| < e/3
for n > N. By the continuity of gnX as a function of X, we can choose X > 1 rational and such that 4. The Case of Small p: 0 < p < 0.1. The computational methods described in Section 1 did not cover p in the interval 0 < p < 0.1, so we now consider this case. and it is easily checked that/"( y) > 0 in (0,1). So/has at most one minimum in (0, 1), with /(0 + ) = exp(^Â:), and /(l -) = oo. We shall show that / does in fact have a minimum, and it occurs for y between ¿(1 -k) and 5. on computation, so that ap < cp for p small enough. We show below that a2 = c2 = -fl., and ap -» oo as p -» oo, while cp -* 2 asp -> oo. We have found no formula for a^ corresponding to (5.2) for cp. However, we have obtained a recurrence relation which enables us to recursively evaluate a for p an even integer. In fact the last line using (5.6) and (5.7). Now let Tn be the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n defined by Tn(x + x" ') = x" + x". Then, as is well known (see e.g. [11, p. 309 Then (5.12) follows readily forp = 2k on expanding (x -x' ')2A, and using (2.31).
We now give a brief explanation of the connection between (5.4) and (5.12) in terms of inverse relations between pairs of sequences; see [5, p. 9] .
Theorem 7. Given a sequence {An}™=0 and defining B0 = A0 and (5.14)
•>. 
